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• Just four commodities are estimated to be responsible for over a 
third of tropical deforestation (forest loss) each year:

• palm oil;
• timber and pulp;
• cattle;
• and soy.

• About 26% of forest disturbance is attributed to forestry operations.
• Widespread use of fire for land clearing is used for timber and pulp 

plantations as well as for palm oil plantings – the emissions from 
Indonesia’s 2015 haze crisis alone were at times greater than those 
of the entire US economy.

Climate, forests and the timber and pulp sector

https://www.forest-trends.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/doc_5248.pdf
https://news.mongabay.com/2015/10/carbon-emissions-from-indonesias-peat-fires-exceed-emissions-from-entire-u-s-economy/


Do you have exposure?
©The Guardian

“Unprecedented murder 
charges for loggers in deaths 
of indigenous activists”
Two timber executives and three loggers 
charged (…)

“Maluku indigenous people arrested amid 
conflict with company over disputed forest”

“Gabon’s timber industry reeling 
after corruption scandal”

“Forestry sector ‘failing’ to combat 
forced labour”

“EU customers warned over possible 
illegal timber from the Congo”

“XXX in Amazon: ‘World’s largest investor in deforestation”
Report by Friends of the Earth faults asset manager for investing in companies that 
contribute to Brazil’s Fire Risk

“Pandemics: another reason to stop 
financing deforestation”
Zoonotic diseases will rise due to deforestation says Zurich 
Insurance group’s Head of Sustainability Risk (…)“We are letting banks off the hook for financing 

environmental destruction – that must change”

“Giant Norway pension fund ways 
Brazil divestment over Amazon 
deforestation”



Do your investees have exposure?

Timber 

• Producers and traders
• Biomass
• Construction
• Railways
• Furniture/decoration
• Flooring
• Musical instruments

Wood Pulp

•Producers and traders
•Paper companies
•Packaging companies
•Paper and packaging buying 

companies
•Fashion (cellulose)
• Food industry (additive)



What is SPOTT?

• SPOTT.org is a free online platform dedicated to
supporting transparency amongst upstream
commodity producers

• SPOTT assesses (>200) the world’s largest producers
and traders of palm oil, timber & pulp and rubber. It is
a free source of ESG data

• Companies are assessed on the public disclosure of
their policies, operations and commitments – 100+
indicators across 10 ESG categories

• Used by financial institutions and supply chain
companies to inform investment & purchasing
decisions





SPOTT Timber and Pulp Assessments 2020 – Scores by category

In comparison, 
the average 

SPOTT score for 
palm oil sector 
companies was 

41.5%



• The annual assessment process relies on regular, 
constructive engagement between the SPOTT 
team and assessed companies

• Opportunity for companies to understand industry 
expectations, respond to ZSL, and potentially 
improve disclosures ahead of the final review and 
publication on SPOTT

• Supporters and engagement increase the incentive 
for companies to meet industry expectations and 
improve their transparency

• Got to SPOTT.org or get in touch for more 
information on coverage, methodology or data 
downloads.

How does SPOTT assess companies?



Timber guide and Case studies www.spott.org/news/
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Developed by the Zoological Society of London (ZSL), SPOTT is a free, online platform 
supporting sustainable commodity production and trade. By tracking transparency, SPOTT 
incentivises the implementation of corporate best practice.

SPOTT assesses commodity producers and traders on the public disclosure of policies, 
operations and commitments related to environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues. 
Investors, buyers and other key influencers can use SPOTT assessments to inform stakeholder 
engagement, manage ESG risk, and increase transparency across multiple industries.

Clara.melot@zsl.org SPOTT.org @ZSLSPOTT
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 This document has been prepared by Coller Capital Limited (“CCL”) and its affiliates (together, “Coller Capital”) for the sole purpose of providing general information about the private 
equity market.  It has not been prepared with regard to the circumstances or objectives of any particular person, or the suitability of a particular transaction or investment for any 
person, and no advisory or other relationship is created by this document or any related communication.

 This document is directed at professional investors with experience in private equity investments only.  Any investment or related transaction is only available to such investors and will 
only be entered into with such investors.  No other person should rely on this document.

 CCL does not provide investment advice or any other investment services to any person unrelated to Coller Capital, and CCL’s only clients are the managers of funds or other 
investment vehicle sponsored by Coller Capital (“Coller Funds”).  Coller Capital is not responsible to any other person for providing protections that would be afforded to clients or for 
advising any such person on any transaction or investment.  Nothing in this document should be construed as investment, legal or tax advice.

 No Coller Fund is promoting environmental or social characteristics or has sustainable investment as its objective. 

 This document does not constitute or form part of any offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any investment (including without 
limitation in any fund or other collective investment vehicle, whether or not sponsored or managed by Coller Capital) and should not form the basis for entering into any transaction. 
Any offer, sale or solicitation of interests in any fund or other collective investment vehicle sponsored or managed by Coller Capital will only be made pursuant to that vehicle’s 
confidential private placement memorandum, subscription or equivalent documents (together, the “Fund Offering Documents”), which will be furnished to qualified investors on a 
confidential basis at their request. Any such offer, sale or solicitation will be made on the terms and subject to the conditions and disclosures set forth in the Fund Offering 
Documents.

 While Coller Capital seeks to develop or obtain Information in a manner that it believes to be reliable, it makes no representation and accepts no liability or responsibility to any 
recipient of this document or any other party in respect of the fairness, completeness, accuracy, quality, reliability or continued availability of any Information.  Coller Capital may 
update, complete, correct or revise this document or any of the Information at any time without notice, but is under no obligation to do so.  Any and all warranties of any kind, express 
or implied, including without limitation warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title or non-infringement are excluded.  To the maximum extent permitted by law, 
Coller Capital will not be liable (including in negligence) for any direct, indirect or consequential losses, damages, costs or expenses arising out of or in connection with the use of or 
reliance on this document. 

Some of the Information may include forward-looking statements (which may be identified by words like “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, 
“optimistic”, “intend”, “aim”, negatives of such words, or similar expressions), as well as forecasts, opinions and projections, all of which 
are based on current assumptions and are subject to risks and uncertainties outside of Coller Capital’s control.  Coller Capital is under no 
obligation to update or revise any such statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments, or otherwise.  Actual 
results may differ materially from any forecasts, opinions and projections.

Disclaimers and other important terms

Copyright © 2021 Coller Capital Limited 
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ESG at Coller Capital – innovation and discipline 
in secondaries 

Copyright © 2021 Coller Capital Limited 

 Drive systemic change in PE via 
our portfolio GPs – through 
education, best practice standards, 
and collaboration

 ESG modus operandi and 
resources:

−ESG is led by a dedicated 
member of the Investment Team 
– Adam Black, ESG specialist for 
28 years

−ESG focus is cross-functional

−ESG risk analysis is an integral 
part of each Coller investment 
recommendation

−ESG Committee sets policy, and 
monitors adherence and progress 

Coller is a signatory to:

Current PRI Rating (2019-2020)
Strategy and
governanceA+ Indirect

private equityA+

Diversity in Action 
signatory

BVCA Awards 2020
commendation

IEMA Sustainability 
Impact Awards 2020

Other memberships, recognitions and awards
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Concluding remarks 

Copyright © 2021 Coller Capital Limited 18

The science The politics and 
policy environment

The role of private 
finance
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TIMBER, PULP AND SUSTAINABLE 
FINANCE
Scoring companies on ESG criteria

SPOTT CASE STUDY
January 2021

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

For Professional Investors



Of which AUM1: EUR 74 billion in

A firm-wide approach to sustainable investment
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1. As of 09/30/2020. The four pillars of our sustainable investment approach don’t apply to
some of our AUM, such as mainstream passive/ETF and some assets delegated to external
or affiliated managers.
2. ESG: Environmental Social and Governance
3. Enhanced ESG + Thematic = Fund of funds that invests in enhanced ESG funds and thematic funds 
Source : BNP Paribas Asset Management, December 2020

Our Global Sustainability Strategy defines our sustainable investment approach based on five pillars

1. ESG2 Integration 
across all 
investments

2.Stewardship
(Voting, 
engagement)

4. Forward Looking 
Perspective: 
The ‘3 Es’ 3. Responsible 

business conduct 
expectations & 
product-based 
exclusions

4 pillars of 
SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT  

Enhanced ESG
(Multi factor, Best in Class, ESG index etc…)

Thematic
(Water, Climate, Environment, sustainable food, Human 

development etc..)

Impact
(Green bonds, Social investment etc..)

Enhanced ESG + Thematic3

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi6qpmHupbkAhVSyYUKHTjUDgoQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.un.org%2Fsustainabledevelopment%2Fnews%2Fcommunications-material%2F&psig=AOvVaw15-53eSySKvA7Khukje2be&ust=1566562455166389


ESG integration is facilitated by our proprietary ESG scoring framework

ESG assessment 
vs. peers

ESG metric & 
weight selection Qualitative review Final ESG score

21 3 4

■ Combination of common and 
sector-specific metrics, 
sourced from our data providers

■ Metric selection and weights are 
based on a combination of:
 Materiality
 Data quality
 Data availability
 Differentiation

■ Focused approach, with a 
limited number of metrics per 
sector (37 on average)

■ 12,000 issuers under coverage 
are divided into 80 sector and 
geographical scoring peer 
groups

■ Scoring vs. peer group on 
each metric selected

■ Quantitative scoring from 0 to 99 
(99 = highest)

■ Specific measures for all 
issuers: 1. Carbon emissions –
Positive bias towards issuers 
and sectors with lower carbon 
emissions.                                       
2. Controversies – Sectors that 
are more prone to ESG 
controversies, and risk, have 
slightly lower score

■ In-depth qualitative analysis 
on key material ESG issues 
(climate change, etc.)

■ Exchange with companies & 
controversies follow up

■ Qualitative insights from 
investment teams and 
Sustainability Centre (SC) are 
reflected in both data 
corrections and qualitative 
overlay to the quantitative ESG 
score, subject to sign off by the 
SC

■ Final ESG score from 0 to 99, with 
decile ranking vs. peers (decile 1 = 
highest) 

■ Combines both qualitative and 
quantitative input to company scores

■ Monthly update of ESG scores to 
reflect the latest data available

22

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, November 2020.

We conduct our own independent research, combining multiple sources and direct contact with issuers 
where possible 



Timber and pulp sector specific approach
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Responsible 
Business 
Conduct

Stewardship ESG 
integrationESG research

• The ‘E’ lense isn’t 
enough… health & 
safety, working 
conditions, supply 
chain, business ethics 
can have material 
financial impacts

• Qualitative analysis 
and overlay is
particularly critical 
due to lack of widely 
available metrics

Wood pulp sector policy 
sets out criteria for 
investments covering:
• Environmental and 

biodiversity issues 
(e.g. deforestation) 

• Social issues 
• Water and wastewater 

management
• Occupational health 

and safety 
• Environmental 

management (e.g. air 
emissions)

Can help in 3 ways:

1) Information 
gathering (e.g.
SPOTT assessment)

2) Educate and 
influence (e.g.
Investor Initiative for 
Sustainable Forests)

3) Contribute to policies 
and regulations (e.g.
TNFD*)

• Systematic ESG 
integration, incl. KPIs 
(ESG score vs. the 
reference benchmark)

• Investment in weakly-
rated companies 
requires additional 
qualitative ESG analysis

• Using the ESG 
assessment to engage 
with portfolio 
companies

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, January 2021. *TNFD: Task Force on Nature-related Financial Disclosures. 
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Disclaimer
BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT France, “the investment management company,” is a simplified joint stock company with its 
registered office at 1 boulevard Haussmann 75009 Paris, France, RCS Paris 319 378 832, registered with the “Autorité des marchés
financiers” under number GP 96002. 

This material is issued and has been prepared by the investment management company.

This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute:

1.an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract  or commitment 
whatsoever or

2.investment advice.

Opinions included in this material constitute the judgement of the investment management company at the time specified and may be 
subject to change without notice. The investment management company is not obliged to update or alter the information or opinions 
contained within this material. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in respect of legal, accounting, domicile and 
tax advice prior to investing in the financial instrument(s) in order to make an independent determination of the suitability and 
consequences of an investment therein, if permitted. Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, 
involve varying degrees of risk and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or 
profitable for an investor’s investment portfolio.

Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the financial instrument(s) will achieve its/their investment 
objectives. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or objectives of the financial instrument(s) and 
material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions. The different 
strategies applied to the financial instruments may have a significant effect on the results portrayed in this material.

All information referred to in the present document is available on www.bnpparibas-am.com 



BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT
14, rue Bergère
75009 Paris
bnpparibas-am.com

https://www.twitter.com/BNPPAM_Com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bnp-paribas-asset-management
http://youtube.com/c/BNPPAM
http://www.bnpparibas-am.com/
http://investors-corner.bnpparibas-am.com/
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THANK YOU !
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